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ABSTRACT  

In India, agriculture is the field which gave birth to civilization and also least paid 

occupation. Agriculture plays on important role in improving economy of our country 

since it occupies 59% of work force. Hence it is backbone of all business in our country. 

Selection of crop is important for agriculture productivity selecting suitable crop depends 

on various parameters such as soil, rainfall, temperature and humidity. To improve 

yielding and to decrease basics, Machine Learning has come up with different algorithms 

to predict the crop yielding and it is changing the income scenario by selecting suitable 

crop. This paper focus on prediction of crop yield through machine learning. This helps 

farmers to choose suitable crop for maximum yield 

 

Keywords: Crop yield Prediction,machine learning. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 

Forecasting yield of crops will help for farmer in choosing the crop. The main aim of agriculture 

planning is to make profits by using limited land resources and investment. Many machine 

learning algorithms have been introduced for crop yielding. There are some factors which 

influence the crop yielding such as crop seeds, soil, area, temperature, rainfall, humidity etc.., 

there are two types of predictions. 

 

First type of prediction is done by traditional method which describes the collection of single 

samples ofsoil, seeds and other parameters to predict the crop yielding. The second type of 

prediction is by using machine learning techniques. 

 

Machine learning has brought the advancement in crop agriculture methods. Many machine 

learning algorithms techniques goal is to get maximum yield of crops. The production of crops 

depends on geographical conditions like temperature, rainfall, cloud and humidity. Many 

parameters are used to make different predictions. 
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As the new technologies are introduced and over utilization of non-renewable resources, 

ecological balance has been disturbed and became inconsistent. This lead to global warming 

effecting rainfall, temperature and different parameters making farmers ambiguous to predict 

climate and selecting the crop. 

 

Thus, affecting their crop yield productivity. Unnatural techniques like hybrid varieties are used 

to avoid losses which lead to environmental harm. Farmers need to know accurate information 

of crop which they are going to choose. To provide such information many researchers has 

introduced different approaches in machine learning. 

 

 Machine learning consists of different models which can take those parameters as input and 

gives output which is used for crop yielding to maximum prediction. Prediction of the crop can 

be performed by different models using artificial neural networks, deep learning and algorithms 

like mathematical method, statistical methods, exploratory data analysis, regression analysis. In 

these papers, we use datasets as experimental basis to predict the crop yielding. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

This paper focus on agriculture parameter neural network technology and parameters which are 

used as sensor parameters such as PHvalue, N4P1Kvalue.[1]. This method utilizes time sources 

vegetation to predict the crop yield in advance [2]. The author describes the components which 

impact yield such as annual rainfall, Area under Cultivation. This harvest yielding was done by 

using ecological elements and regression analysis [3] Crop yield prediction is done by taking 

aerial pictures for decision related harvesting [4]. Instead of traditional methods, Artificial 

Neural Networks gave better outcomes for prediction of soybean lust [5] with the help of neural 

networks, rice yield prediction produced testing some of 17.3% [6]. 

In [7], E. Manjulla, S. Djudiltachoumy, have proposed rule-based system to predict the crop 

yield by using previousdata. They used K means algorithm and clustering methods Ashwani 

Kumar Kushwaha used one method which helps in predicting the suitable crop for lands. The 

lands the algorithm was Agra algorithm [8]. 

Balamurugan implemented crop yield prediction using random forest classifies. Since due to 

absence of other machine learning algorithms the quality of prediction was mixing [9]. 

[10] regression analysis method was used to predict rainfall and to investigate reasons for low 

yield by Raorane A.A, Dr. Kulkarni R.V. 

[11] multiple linear regression was implemented to analyze the data by using existing data. 

[12] Siti Khairunniza-Bejo, Samihah Mustaffha, Wan Ishak Wan Isma used artificial neural 

networks to predict crop yield but disadvantage is it consumes more time. 

[13] To forecast yield IOT is utilized and Hadoop framework. Nuisances which are generated 

during manufacturing were eliminated with investigation and forecast classification. 

[14] This paper described how Random forest shows effective forecast of yield with high 

accuracy and to implement they have used k-nearest neighbor and support vector regression 

(SVG). 

[15] This paper explains how to enhance productivity with k-means algorithm, and it is used to 

forecast the crop yield and also data mining techniques. 
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III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

To represent all the features gathered through this SLR study, we drew a feature map that shows 

the significant feature and sub-feature. 

 Crop Information: - It refers to information about the crop itself, such as weight, growth 

during the growth-process, variety of plants, crop density and leaf area index. 

 Soil Information: - It consists of the following variables: Soil maps, soil type, pH value, 

cation exchange capacity (CEC) and area of production. 

In the soil maps, general information about the nutrients in the soil, type of the soil, and 

location can be found. 

 

 Humidity: - It stands for the water in the field. The features that fall under the humidity 

group include rainfall, humidity, forecasted rainfall and precipitation. 

 

 
Fig.1. Feature diagram 
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 Nutrients: - these features measure the level of saturation. The measured nutrients are 

nitrogen, magnesium, potassium, sulphate, zinc, boron, calcium. These features consist 

of nutrients-in-soil and added nutrients. 

 

 Field management: - With the field management, It repeats to the management of 

nutrients and it consists of irrigation, fertilization. 

 

 Solar information: - it contains features related to radiation or temperature. These are 

gamma radiometric, temperature, Photoperiod, software radiation, degree days solar 

radiation. 

 

 Others: - It consists of calculated features, wind speed, pressure, images. In this the most 

feature used as calculated features (Measuring vegetation (Normalized Vegetation Index 

& Enhanced Vegetation Index)2000). Less features are wind speed, pressure, image.  

 

 
Fig.2. Working of Random Forest Algorithm 

A. Random Forest Algorithm 

Random Forest is a machine learning algorithm. During the training phase, a large number of 

decision trees are generated, and the performance is divided into two categories: classification 

and class prediction (regression). The number of trees is equal to estimation precision. Rainfall, 

vision, temperature, and production are among the variables in the dataset. This variables in the 

dataset are included in the training process. 

About two-thirds of the dataset is taken into account. The remaining dataset is used as a test bed. 

 

The random forest algorithm has three parameters: n tree, which specifies the number of trees 
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that must be grown, and m attempt, which specifies how many variables must be taken at each 

node break. Node size - In terminal nodes, it tellsus how many observations we'll need to make. 

B. Decision 

Since decision tree classifiers implement greedy methodology, a function selected from the start 

move cannot be consumed any longer, resulting in the better classification when used in 

subsequent steps. Similarly, it over fits theplanning data, which may result in bad results with 

non-obvious data. To get around the confinement gathering paradigm, this method is used. 

 

 
Fig.3. Working of Decision tree 

 

C. Procedure 

The dataset contains a few main attributes such as temperature, rainfall, humidity, and pH, and 

then used to perform classification and regression tasks using the random forest algorithm. 

Initially, decision trees were used to train the model, but it was discovered that using the random 

forest algorithm minimized overfitting and improved accuracy, and that using SVR, Random 

forest, and Random forest improved accuracy.  

The dataset that was used was downloaded from Kaggle. The archive 80 percent of the data 

from the dataset was used to train the algorithm, and 20% was used to validate itresults in order 

to improve the model's output Using the random forest algorithm Then they were compared. 

With the initial data set, the expected outcome Later on, using tests, we estimated the model's 

accuracy.  

 

Similarly, various algorithms were used to estimate the model's accuracy. Finally, we came to 

the conclusion that the random forest algorithm provides us with greater precision. As a result, 

the random forest algorithm was used to train the model. Finally, average of the decision trees 

output can be taken as result 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Crop yield prediction is a required task in agriculture. It may depend on different area size and 

different parameters like temperature etc., based on that, we can predict the crop. It is very helpful 

for farmers in order to estimate the crop without assumptions. 

Machine Learning is the subset of artificial intelligence, in this ourselves can get computers to act 

without being programmed. It is also the study of computer algorithms that can improve their 

performance through experience and by reading the data. 

For this, one and all need to import python libraries like scikit-learn, NumPy, pandas, scikit-image, 

SciPy, virtualenv, and requests. 

All of us are going to implement this using python because it is known for many features. 

A. Random Forest Algorithm 

 

Random forest is a supervised learning Algorithm. It is a bunch of decision trees, where majority 

outputs of the decision trees can be taken as algorithm output. Decision tree is used for 

classification and prediction it is a decision support tool. 

 
Fig.5. Represents working of decision tree 

As each one said already, Random forest algorithm is a set of decision trees. Here is the algorithm 

of Random Forest 
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Fig.6.Represents the working of Random Forest Algorithm 

 

As everyone all know that data plays an important role in analyzing the crucial things. Based on the 

given past data of parameters each one can predict the outcome which we require. So, for this one 

and all should give data to train the model. Now, we are taking the dataset of Maharashtra state 

which has 36 districts of diverse land with different parameters like area, crop, precipitation, 

humidity, and soil type. 

 
Fig.7. dataset of Maharashtra Districts 

A Random Forest ML model trained on data from the previous 20 years predicts the expected crop 

yield. 

Random Forest Algorithm can accommodate massive data sets of greater dimensionalities. It 

Predicts incomplete data and preserves precision and reminds mathematical moderators of a black 

box solution (less parameter control). 
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B. Web Application 

We are developed a web application where each one can give inputs to the parameters like districts, 

area, crop, and soil.  

 
Fig.8.web application for crop prediction 

 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Hence, after all giving input parameters like districts, crop, area required for crop and soil type we 

can predict how much quantity of yield can get finally based on the parameters. 

 

This focuses on yield estimation by district based on the crop sown in the district. Yield is forecast 

for given crops district-by-district, and the crops with the best yield are recommended to expand in 

the future so that farmers can get the most out of the study. 

 

Production/Area = Yield 

Current weather information, such as temperature, humidity, and precipitation, is automatically 

retrieved from the internet and used for forecasting. 

 
Fig.9. Shows the predicted yield. 

 

A simple Web application created to offer farmers/users an estimate of how much crop yield will be 

achieved based on the given input.  
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For prediction, the software uses a Random Forest Machine Learning model that was educated on 

over 20 years of data from 30 Maharashtra districts, as well as automated live weather fetching. The 

model has an accuracy of about 86% and can be improved even further with more details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.10. Crop Prediction Flow chart 

It illustrates how data flows in the scheme, from data collection to data compilation to eventually 

suggesting the best crop to farmers, by feeding data into a database and modelling it using different 

algorithms. 

 

With this result all of us can predict the accurate result of the crop and also, we can predict the loss 

in the market.By this, the farmers can get to know about their respective crop yields 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Because of temperature, rainfall, and location, the paper proposed a machine learning algorithm for 

predicting crop yield. Experiments were conducted on an Indian government dataset to predict yield 

for a specific district by combining rainfall, temperature, and other parameters such as season and 

region. 

This will not only assist farmers in selecting the best crop to grow in the coming season, but it will 

also help to close the divide between technology and agriculture. 
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